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1. For what values of x is x+3(2 - x) ~ 4- x? 

2. For what value x in the domain of definition of the following function is 

continuous. f (x) =-:
x- -1 

3+x 
3. Let f(x) = --, x :t:- 3. Evaluate .1'(2) from the definition. 

3-x 

4. Calculate dy / dx if e·,I' + y In x =cos 2x. 

f. n(x-l)"5. 	 For what values of x do the following series converge? ~ 

/):12" (3n-t) 


3 x6. Evaluate the integral J~ x e dx. 

· exp(x2) -1 _?7. 11m , -. 
x .... o x

8. 	 Let X4 + x~y - 2X2 y2 + 6xy - 5yl - 2y + 1= O. Find the derivative of ely at the 
dx 

point (l, 1). 

1
9. Determine the convergence or divergence of the series 

00 

L· 
11=1 n! 

X 

10. Find the first-degree Taylor polynomial for f(x) = 1+ e- at x = O. 
e·r + e-·r 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

( 15 points) Please briefly explain the following terms: 

(a) Constant returns to scale 

(b) Wage discrimination 

(c) Coase theorem 

(d) Expected utility theory 

(e) Inferior good 

(10 points) Please make an example to illustrate the "Prisoner's Dilemma ([J1T~B'!Jrn:f:jt)" in the 

game theory. (You need to specify the players, the strategies and the corresponding payoffs in a 

normal form matrix) 

(9 points) Please draw a graph to illustrate the "deadweight loss" in the following case. 

(a) Monopoly 

(b) Lump-sum tax on the seller of goods 

(c) Price ceiling 


(16 points) lli*a.W~~fJjj!~JJ!~~~~t§~~?'"!{B'!J~~ffir ~m~~ma~tI{Jw)'}
0 

mf§~zT~{J!. ' ~~!:iJ&JJ!m* '~9aa~B'!JJt5t~IU\JU'-* &]tf~lIlJmatl,rI5t~lJ*~0 

~/F!fJ5fT¥!l: ' JJ!fl~~~*~1f~~ , ffiJ~:§:OO-~fijB'!J*~1fm*"~¥um.~~L 0 

(a) 	~llf~I3F.l~WiJ~J&~~mUatl8':JtI{J? 

(b) 	~fIj~t¥.lm{t~a~8':J*~1f~JJIFftlO~rslit**8':J~)(jl)~? 

(c) 	~A~?6miF-Ja~~1f1tgt!:iJj:)m1;tM~~~11~~)(~?$B'!Jrs:\jJm ' ~fljrt:ll~¥!l:atl~~1!~U* 

~1f1tB'!JLiiHzg!:iJ~gm{ilJ? 

(d) 	3Ea.~fJfli.I2SI~J&~mU8':J12SI*~{J!. ' ffi:WJ*~1f~filJ~~B'!J~I!? 

(25 points) Consider a standard Solow model described by the following equations: 

Y = (1 'f)K a (AL)I-a, 0 < a < I 

. . 
• L A 
K 	 sY -=0 -=g , L ' A 

where Y is output, K is capital stock, A is the effectiveness of labor, L is labor. 

Note: 'f is a government tax on output, and all tax revenue collected by the government is spent 

on an ongoing war that does not contribute to either output or capital stock of the economy. 

(a) 	 Define capital per effective worker as k KlAL, and derive an expression for its evolution 

over time: dk/dt, 
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(b) 	 Derive the long run equilibrium level of capital per effective worker, k', and the steady state 

output per effective worker, /, where y = Y IAL. Suppose the war takes an unfortunate 

turn for worse, and the government must increase the tax rate in order to buy more tanks. 

What will be the effect of increasing the tax on y'? 

(c) 	 Now suppose that the tax on output also hurts individual's incentives to invent new 

technologies. Specifically, assume that the growth rate of technology, g, is given by 

g = b(1 - r)l/a where b >0. What is the new steady state level of output per effective worker, 

y'? What is the effect of an increase in the tax on y' now? Describe in words the two 

opposing effects of the tax on y'. 

(d) 	 Continue to assume g b(I-r)lla, and recall that consumption is given by C=(I-s)Y. What 

is the growth rate of consumption in the steady state? How will the increase in the tax rate 

affect the growth rate of consumption? 

6. 	 (25 points) Consider an open economy in which the real exchange rate is fixed and equal to one. 

Consumption, investment, government spending, and taxes are given by 

C=10+0.8x(Y-T), 1=10. C=IO,andT 10, 

Imports and exports are given by 

1M = 0.3 x Y and X = 0.3 x Y' 


Where Y' denotes foreign output. 


(a) 	 Solve for equilibrium output in the domestic economy, given y'. What is the multiplier 

in this economy? If we were to close the economy - so exports and imports were 

identically equal to zero - what would the multiplier be? Why would the mUltiplier be 

different in a closed economy? 

(b) 	 Assume that the foreign economy is characterized by the same equations as the domestic 

economy (with asterisks reversed). Use the two sets of equations to solve for the 

equilibrium output of each country. What is the multiplier for each country now? Why 

is it different from the open economy mUltiplier in part (a)? 

(c) 	 Assume that domestic government has a target level of output of 125. Assuming that the 

foreign government does not change c*, what is the increase in C necessary to achieve 

the target output in the domestic economy? Solve for net exports and the budget deficit in 

each country. 

(d) 	 Suppose each government has a target level of output of 125 and that each government 

increases government spending by the same amount. What is the common increase in C 

and C· necessary to achieve the target output in both countries? Solve for net exports 

and the budget deficit in each country. 

(e) 	 Why is fiscal coordination, such as the common increase 111 C and C* in pali (d), 

difficult to achieve in practice? 


